Letter to The Editor
August 10, 2016
So you Think it’s warm, do yeah?
There is no better way to dispel the fraud of man made climate change than to start in your own
backyard. Let’s start with the record high and low temperature for Parry Sound found on each
day of the year from “The Weather Network”. Thought I’de give you short sweet chart of the
record high for Parry Sound for the last few days. It says a lot! You can do this for any city or
town in Canada and get about the same results. Always keep in mind that the data we have
accumulated is far less than one breath in the life of a 150 year old man.
August 3 - 34C - 1918
August 4 - 34.4C - 1916
August 5 - 33.9C - 1916
August 6 - 33.3C - 1947
August 7 - 36.7C - 1916
August 8 - 32.2C - 1909
August 9 - 32.8C - 1898
It must have been all that horse flatulence causing the extremely warm days back in the 1890’s
and 1916, 1917, and1918 and of course the record cold too.
What we experience is “natural climatic variability", nothing else! Let’s coin that expression “
Natural Climatic Variability”. Let’s accept the character and mode of the planet that hosts us as
our home as, unpredictable!
So whats going on now? We are coming out of the “Little Ice Age”, that started back in 1680 and
lasted to about 1850, those dates being grounds for a brutal academic argument. This very cool
period was caused by our sun taking a maunder minimum nap or a period of low energy being
emitted. Yes, that very sun that the academics at the Copenhagen Conference said had no
effect on our climate. How long do you have to go to school to be that stupid?
So previous to the “Little Ice Age”, it was really, really, much warmer than now. As a matter of
fact for about 800 years previous to the little ice age the Vikings were farming on Green Land
because it was very green, little or no glaciers. They were growing grains in Denmark. This
period was called the Medieval Warm Period or Holocene period.
Our sun is the major source of energy that heats our planet. Sure, we may occasionally get a
gamma ray burst from some star that imploded a billion light years ago which will cause distress
to our climate such as extremes in heat or cold. We can do nothing about that.
Our weather is caused by the uneven heating and cooling of the earths surface. This has some
predictability and a great deal of “O I didn’t see that coming”. I ponder how the carbon nazis can
say what our weather will be in 30 years when they can’t get it right two days from now and
sometimes not even get yesterdays weather right!
If you take a look at the temperature data from the Green Land ice cores and you will clearly
see that for the last 9100 of the last 10,000 years it has been much, much, warmer on this
planet earth. I like warm! You can grow more over a wider area of the planet with less energy
and stay warmer for less. Beets the hell out of trying to live through another ice age, doesn’t it?
Take a look at this chart from the Green Land ice cores on google images. Its is easy to find and
a real eye opener!
Carbon dioxide is fresh air for trees and is not a major green house gas consisting of 0.04% of
the atmosphere. Water vapour is the major green house gas making up 95% of the atmosphere
and is highly variable. Everyone has experienced its effect on local climate. On a clear summer

night it gets quite cool when the sun goes down, but if the weather is over cast with water
vapour then it stays much warmer with the water vapour blanket. Simple right? The desert is
130 degrees in the day and near freezing at night because of no water vapour.
We have to stop this totally fraudulent carbon tax proposed by our moronic Liberal government
both federal and provincial. Stealing is stealing, period, and thats what the carbon tax is!
Stop the carbon tax!
Sincerely,
Douglas Heal
705-746-7045

